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Abstract
   A method for computing the spectral coefficients of vorticity and divergence from the wind data for 
use in spectral models of the atmosphere is described. The procedure for transforming the equations 
from physical space to spectral space is briefly presented. The transformation of different terms of the 
equations for vorticity and divergence  from physical space to spectral space through Fourier space is 
derived. It is shown that the transformation has to be carried out in Fourier space and the final equations 
for spectral coefficients for vorticity and divergence are expressed in terms of Fourier coefficients of wind 
components.
1. Introduction
   In the spectral models, the governing equations are expressed in spectral space 
(Laplace space) and integration is performed to compute the spectral coefficients at 
every time step. So the input for these models are the spectral coefficients of the model 
variables. Observations of meteorological variables are available at different locations 
in physical space and for use in numerical models these data are interpolated, using 
some objective analysis procedure, for regular spaced points on the physical grid at 
intersections of latitude and longitude on the horizontal plane at different vertical 
levels. To obtain spectral coefficients, this data has to be transformed from physical 
space to spectral space. 
   In atmospheric models, which are simplified using the quasigeostrophic assumption 
following  Lorenz'), vorticity and divergence are the model variables in place of wind 
components. So these quasigeostrophic spectral models require the input of spectral 
coefficients of vorticity and divergence instead of the wind components and the trans-
formation is to be carried out from the spectral coefficients of wind components to 
maintain the compatibility of the truncation being used. Rochas2) has described the 
method of computation of wind components on the physical grid from spectral coeffi-
cients of velocity potential and stream function and emphasised the use of Fourier space 
in the computation. 
   In this paper, a method for computing the spectral coefficients of vorticity and 
divergence (or equivalently, stream function and velocity potential) from spectral
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coefficients of the zonal and meridional components of wind is described and shown 
that the transformation takes place in Fourier space. The method, though it might 
have been implied in many model formulations has not been explicitly described in the 
literature and is presented here. The expressions derived in this paper will be useful 
when spectral coefficients of vorticity and divergence are required to be computed to 
be used as input at the initial time step in spectral models, whereas the expressions given 
by Rochas2) will be useful in obtaining the grid point data of wind components from 
spectral coefficients of stream function and velocity potential. 
2. The method 
   The procedure for transforming a variable from physical space to spectral space is 
briefly stated as follows. If A(A,  p) is a variable on a physical grid then the spectral 
coefficients  A  nm are obtained from 
       A nm1 /+1   IfA(A, p) e-PdAdu  ( 1)          — 2 2
7r0 
which is carried out in two steps. First Fourier coefficients are obtained on each 
latitude circle from 
 Am  Cu) =2 77'0f2'.zzl(A3e-im2 dA                                         (2)
which may be computed through the use of Fast Fourier Transformation. The spectral 
coefficients are computed from Fourier coefficients using Gaussian quadrature from 
            AI \\     Anm—2,rimnmuunyr(3)                       —
j..1 
where A is longitude;  uf=sin  Of;  Of is the j th latitude;  W; are Gaussian weights at 
the j th latitude point; and  J  =  the number of latitudinal points from pole to pole; and 
 P  nm are associated Legendre functions. 
   The equations for vorticity  C and divergence  8 are 
  ay1au 
     a(1,u2)aAaay (4a) 
and 
               au1 av                                          (4b) 
           a(11,u2)aa Btu 
where  U=  u cos ;  V= v cos  56; u and v are zonal and meridional components of the 
wind and a is the radius of earth. 
   To obtain the spectral coefficients of  i and  8, we need the differentials with 
respect to A  and  ,u on the right hand side of equation (4) to be transformed to spectral 
space. It is convenient to transform the terms into Fourier space and then to express 
the spectral coefficients of  C and  S in terms of the Fourier coefficients of U and V 
as shown below.
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   In Fourier space, the first terms on the right hand side of equation (4) are written 
using equation (2) as 
         - 1 a fUltn 1  12' 1   3  U (A
3411)e_imi dA (5) 
        _ a(1  —u2)  3AVJi  27r  Jo a(1 112) aA v (A, p) 
Integration by parts and using circular boundary condition gives 
       [ a(1 _1 to) aaA  tuvr= all —1 4122)  im217r  fo2r{ Uv ((A: su)  dA 
that is, 
      a(11µ2) aaA {V}im = a(11µ2) im fur/".((i)) (6) 
Using equation (3), the above equation (6) is transformed into spectral space as 
      a(11µ2) 3A {vurn2 1 im a(1—ity2) Uv:(it3)1P.m(11j)w (7) 
The second term on the right hand side of equation (4) is written as 
       r 1a fult.1f+1 11 /2' a fU(A,,u)1_.      L
a a#TM.2 J-1a 27r JoayI(A, µ)Je 
that is, 
      r 1  a  fulimJf1afEN/2)          L 
a ail117Jin—2-1+1 a a tt V m(µ)1JD"m 'LP (8) 
Integration by parts and using zero boundary conditions at the poles give 
        - 1 a Wit. 1 f+1 1 (
y)1(1,,2\a d 
 _a ailIlia2J-1a(1-,u2)1Vni(p)P,u 
that is, 
        - 1 a  fulim
__1 1 IUm(itj)11-1M(p.) W(9) 
          a a 1.1 11in 2a(1-Thui2) CV' (Pi) )"
where 
         I In.( 1 — /4.2)  aa
p  P 
Now we can write the equations for the spectral coefficients of vorticity and divergence 
as 
              1 KL,   fl'n= 2  tirrwa(1—lµ'2)[im(jui)P n.(jui) ± U. (pi)11„.(iti)]  (10a) 
and 
 8"m=2             1 W;  a(11  
                      1,12)  Lim um(Pi)P.-(ui)—17m(iii)11.m (pin (10b) 
An expression for vorticity similar to  (10a) seems to have been given in the report of 
 J.M.A.3).
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3. Conclusions 
   The method described above shows that the computation of the spectral coefficients 
of vorticity and divergence from the wind components have to be carried out in Fourier 
space. The expressions obtained in equation (10) are useful whenever spectral co-
efficients of vorticity and divergence are to be computed from the coefficients of wind 
or from wind data on the physical grid. 
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